Summer 2012 SRO Research Projects

• Professor Gustav Ranis, “Decentralization and Diversity in Sub-Saharan Africa”
  Award: Dong Hyuk Kim ‘13 (Summary)

• Professor Martin Shubik, “The Development of a Web-Based Experimental and Teaching Game Facility with Stress on Theory and Experimentation”
  Award: Ian Hoffman ‘13 (Summary)

• Professor Constanca Esteves-Sorenson, “Social Preferences and Productivity”
  Award: Tiffany Lin ‘13 (Summary)

• Professor Naomi Lamoreaux, “The Location of Inventive Activity in U.S. History”
  Award: Emanuel Feld ‘13 (Summary)

• Professor Jason Fletcher and Professor Marissa King, “Drugs, Crime and Space: The spatial Distribution and Consequences of Prescribing Patterns on Use and Criminal Activities”
  Award: Isaac Park ‘13 (Summary)

• Professor Eric Weese, “Political Coalition Formation”
  Award: Julien Clancy ‘15 (Summary)

• Professor Achyuta Adhvaryu, Professor Steven Bednar and Anant Nyshadham, “Are Smarter Voters More Liberal? Evidence from Salt Iodization in the United States”
  Award: David Carel ‘13 (Summary)

• Professor Ahmed Khwaja, “Estimating the Effects of Advertising on Customer Goodwill, Acquisition and Retention”
  Award: Rose Wang ‘14 (Summary)

• Professor Shyam Sunder, “Rent Extraction in the Finance Sector — Rethinking the Firm as a Set of Contracts and the Productivity Gains from Increasing Capital to Labor Ratios”
  Award: Conrad Bertez ‘14 (Summary)

• Professor Keith Chen, “The Effect of Language on Economic Behavior: Surveys, Experiments, and Econometric Analysis”
  Award: Gang Chen ‘13 (Summary)
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